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01. MORE DECOMPOSITION; FEWER “MICROSERVICES”
Last year’s DZone Enterprise Integration survey showed 
almost 40% of respondents using microservices—
unsurprising due to their success in web trendsetters like 
Netf lix, not to mention the hype surrounding the concept. 
This year, however, we found a decrease in respondents 
who say they use microservices architectures. Only 27% 
claim to use microservices, while another 18% say they 
plan on using microservices in the future (time until 
implementation has a mean of 8 months, with a median 
and mode of 6 months). Still, the majority of respondents—
whether they use microservices or not—decompose at least 
one of their application services, which may indicate a 
trend of decomposing services as needed, rather than using 
microservices for microservices’ sake.

02. REST MAY NOT BE SO RESTFUL
Another shift from our survey results from last year 
involved REST usage. In the 2014 Enterprise Integration 
survey, 74% of respondents claimed to use REST APIs 
wherever possible. This year, we decided to dig a little deeper 
into how developers used REST. 60% of respondents say 
they use REST whenever they can, with another 7% saying 
they use REST consistently excepting specific situations 
(e.g. legacy code or SOAP requirements); 6% have plans to 
move towards full REST in the future (estimating about a 
year, on average), and 25% have no REST policy in place at 
all. Still, even those who claim to use REST don’t necessarily 
utilize it’s full potential. When asking respondents how 
they used REST in their web apps based on the Richardson 
Maturity Model (RMM), respondents overall estimated using 
REST at its highest level (HATEOAS) only 6% of the time. 
Even respondents who say they use REST whenever they 
can only use HATEOAS 7% of the time, with most of their 
RESTfulness falling into RMM2 (45% “REST whenever we 
can” respondents, 40% overall).

03. XML WIDELY USED; JSON WIDELY LOVED
When we asked about data serialization and interchange 
formats, we weren’t surprised to find that the two most 
popular were XML and JSON—most respondents had never 
even used other formats we asked about, such as YAML and 
BSON. 97% of respondents use XML in some way, but only 
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02.  REST USAGE AT EACH MATURITY MODEL LEVEL01.  SERVICE DECOMPOSITION VS. MICROSERVICES USAGE

Close to 600 developers responded to 
DZone’s 2015 Enterprise Integration survey. 
The respondents’ demographics are as follows:

• The most common roles were developers/engineers 
(38%) and developer team leads (36%)

• 47% of respondents work at organizations with 
500 or more employees; 37% work at organizations 
employing between 20 and 499; and 10% work at 
organizations with fewer than 20 employees or are 
self-employed.

• Most respondents work within organizations that are 
headquartered in Europe (40%) or the U.S. (35%).

• 45% of respondents have over 15 years experience 
as an IT professional; 26% have 10 – 14 years; 
17% have 6 – 9 years; and 12% have 5 years 
experience or less.

• 89% of respondents work in organizations that use 
Java. Other popular languages/language ecosystems 
used within respondents’ organizations are 
JavaScript (58%), .NET (40%), and Python (24%).
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24% say they enjoy using it. JSON, on the other hand, is 
used by 96% of respondents, and over half (52%) actually 
enjoy using it. Interestingly, the formats that respondents 
haven’t used have a large effect on how RESTful their web 
services are. Only about 1% of respondents’ web services 
are considered HATEOAS of respondents who have never 
used JSON. For respondents who have never used XML, an 
average of 13% of their web services make it to level 3 of the 
Richardson Maturity Model. Respondents who enjoy JSON 
are the least likely to use plain RPC.

04. LARGER ORGANIZATIONS UTILIZE MORE INTEGRATION 
ARCHITECTURE PATTERNS
We asked our respondents this year to identify the 
types of integration architecture patterns they utilize. 
The point-to-point style was the most popular, with 69% 
using that pattern in some way. 58% use message buses, 
52% service buses, and only 24% use the hub-and-spoke 
model. We found that the number of different integration 
architecture patterns used depended on the size of the 
respondent’s organizations. On average, respondents use 
about two different integration patterns for different 
needs. Respondents working in organizations with less 
than 100 employees all fell below this average, while 
respondents at larger organizations meet (or far exceed) 
this average, with respondents at the largest organizations 
using an average of 2.31 integration architecture patterns.

05. USAGE OF INTEGRATION TOOLS SCATTERED
As far as integration tools go, there are many to choose 
from based on integration needs, and the usage of these 
tools is spread widely. In the realm of frameworks, suites, 
and ESBs, Spring Integration is the most popular, with 35% 
usage among respondents. Apache Camel is ahead of the 
curve, too, with 28% usage. A variety of other tools here 
have some popularity, such as Mule ESB (13%) and JBoss 
Fuse (12%), but among 8 other tools, usage ranged from just 
5 – 10%. 32% of respondents are not currently using any 
integration frameworks, suites, or ESBs.

06. DIFFICULTIES ARE BECOMING LESS DIFFICULT
There are plenty of difficulties that can emerge when 
integrating. The most common difficulty respondents 
have is different standards interpretations between 
integration systems, with 36% of respondents having 
issues with that in their integrations. Other common 
issues are propagating changes to integrated systems 
(34%), managing asynchronous communications (24%), 
and needing to enrich data (13%). Still, of all difficulties 
we asked about, almost all have a significant drop from 
last year—difficulties propagating changes and different 
standards interpretations dropped over 20%. The only 
increase from last year to this year involves cloud to on-
premise integrations, with 12% of respondents dealing 
with that difficulty vs. last year’s 9%.

04.  AVG. NUMBER OF ENTERPRISE APPLICATION ARCHITECTURES 
VS. COMPANY SIZE

06.  ORGANIZATIONAL INTEGRATIONS DIFFICULTIES: 2014-201505.  DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION USE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING 
INTEGRATION FRAMEWORKS, SUITES, OR ESBs?

03.  JSON VS. XML: RESTFULNESS
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Alice is driving through, Bob is at the food window

This level of the RMM represents the transmission of data through remote procedure calls, 
without utilizing other benefits of web transmission—essentially using HTTP as nothing more 

than a way to send messages back and forth. Below, Alice POSTs her intention to spend money, 
and Bob POSTs what she can spend money on; once the money has been POSTed, there is no 
way to distinguish Alice’s specific order. RESTful respondents, on average, estimate 24% of 

their web services are conducted over plain RPC.

SCENARIO

Alice is buying food, Bob is behind the counter

RESTfulness is a concept that is often thrown around to refer to communications between integrated systems. But REST in itself is a nebulous idea, and what some may consider 
REST, others may think of as a mere transfer of data over (usually) HTTP. The Richardson Maturity Model, created by Leonard Richardson, tries to demystify the idea of RESTfulness 

by breaking down communications into stages of REST maturity. Level 0 attempts to incorporate REST into communications by simply using HTTP as a system of data 
transportation, without taking advantage of its benefits; level 3 describes the ideal REST style. This infographic shows real-world examples of “RESTful” communications. The 

statistics included refer only to the 60% of our survey respondents that claimed “We use REST whenever we can,” in an attempt to examine how RESTful REST practitioners really are.

HOW RESTFUL ARE YOU? 

Level 1 of the RMM routes requests to specific resources for specific functions, separating 
actions and objects. Here, changes can be made on an object-by-object basis. As opposed to the 

last scenario, in level 1, Alice receives an order number to the resource she requested. 24% of 
RESTful respondents’ web services are estimated to use level 1 interactions.

SCENARIO

This level of REST uses HTTP to relay not only what should be communicated, but also how messages 
should be communicated. Appropriate verbs are used, often based on whether data needs to be 

transformed or merely gathered. At the level 2 bar, Alice harmlessly asks what she can GET; and now, 
once the order is made, an actual created confirmation reassures her that her order has indeed been 

placed—and for the right item. An average of 45% of web services by RESTful respondents are 
estimated to be level 2—by far the most popular level of RESTfulness among our survey respondents.

SCENARIO

The highest level of REST maturity fully utilizes the ‘H’ in HTTP—using hypertext to respond to 
actions in order to provide next steps with specific, accessible URIs. In this restaurant, when 
Alice asks what she can GET, Bob tells her exactly how she can order each item. Furthermore, 
when she does POST an order, Bob tells her what additional options she now has for ordering. 

RESTful respondents, on average, estimate they only use HATEOAS practices for 7% of their web 
application communications.

SCENARIO

Alice: “I would like to POST money here.”

BOB: “You can POST $2 for a soda. You can POST $3 for fries.”

ALICE: “POST $2 for a soda.”

BOB: “Your order has been received (200 OK).” *in case of an 
error* “There was an error processing your order.”

Alice: “What can I GET here?”

ALICE: “POST $4 for a beer.”

BOB: Order #555 has been received (201 Created). Beer 
coming up.”

Alice: “I would like to POST money here.”

BOB: “You can POST $2 for a soda. You can POST $3 for fries.”

ALICE: “POST $3 for fries.”

Bob: “Order #555 has been received (200 OK). 
Order coming up.”

Alice is entering and talking to Bob the bartender Alice is sitting at a table; waiter Bob approaches

Bob: “We have soda for $2. We have fries for $3. We have beer for $4.”

Alice: “What can I GET here?”

BOB: You can say “soda” to order a soda for $2. You can say 
“french fries” to order fries for $3. You can say “lager” to order 
a beer for $4. You can say “hamburger” to order a burger for $5.”

ALICE: “POST $5 for a ‘hamburger.’”

BOB: Order #555 has been received (201 Created). Burger coming 
up. You can say “ketchup” to add ketchup to that burger; you can 
say “pickles” to add pickles to that burger; you can say “lettuce” 

to add lettuce to that burger…

CREATED BY DZONE.COM

0: PLAIN RPC 1: INTRODUCING RESOURCES

2: MULTIPLE HTTP VERBS 3: HYPERMEDIA - HATEOAS
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K E Y CH A R AC T ERIS T IC S  OF  MICRO SERV ICE S

OPER AT ION A L  REQUIRE MEN T S  FOR MICRO SERV ICE S

MICROSERVICES QUICK REFERENCE
“Microservices” has emerged as a term to describe the components of applications that are decomposed or initially built with 

single-purpose, loosely-coupled services managed by cross-functional teams. The idea of microservices has evolved from recent 
trends focused on increasing the speed and efficiency of developing and managing software solutions, including Agile methods, 
DevOps culture, PaaS, application containers, and the widespread adoption of Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery. 

This reference serves as a quick reminder of the essential principles and benefits of microservices. Thanks to Arun Gupta, 
author of DZone’s Getting Started With Microservices Refcard, for his help assembling this reference.

DOMAIN-DRIVEN DESIGN
Functional decomposition can be easily achieved 
using Eric Evans’ DDD approach and his concept 
of Bounded Contexts.

SERVICE REPLICATION
Each service needs to replicate, typically 
using cloning or partitioning. There should be 
a standard mechanism by which services can 
easily scale based on metadata. A PaaS can 
simplify this functionality.

INDEPENDENT DURS (DEPLOY, 
UPDATE , REPL ACE, SCALE)
Each service can be independently deployed, 
updated, replaced, and scaled.

RESILIENCY
Software failure will occur, so it’s important for 
services to automatically take corrective action 
to ensure user experience is not impacted. 
The Circuit Breaker pattern allows you to build 
resilient software. 

E XPLICITLY PUBLISHED INTERFACE
A producer service publishes an interface that is 
used by a consumer service.

SERVICE MONITORING
Service monitoring and logging allow 
stakeholders to take proactive action if, for 
example, a service is consuming unexpected 
resources. There are open source tools that can 
aggregate logs from different microservices, 
provide a consistent visualization over them, 
and make that data available to business users.

SINGLE RESPONSIBILIT Y 
PRINCIPLE
Each service is responsible for a single part of 
the functionality, and does it well.

SERVICE DISCOVERY
In a microservice world, multiple services are typically 
distributed in a PaaS environment. Immutable 
infrastructure is provided by containers or immutable 
VM images. Services may scale up and down based 
on certain pre-defined metrics, and the exact address 
of a service may not be known until the service is 
deployed and ready to be used. The dynamic nature 
of a service’s endpoint address is handled by service 
registration and discovery tools. 

LIGHT WEIGHT COMMUNICATION
REST over HTTP, STOMP over WebSocket, and 
other similar lightweight protocols are used for 
communication between services.

DE VOPS
Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment 
(CI/CD) are very important in order for microservices-
based applications to succeed. These practices are 
required so that errors are identified early, and so little 
to no coordination is required between different teams 
building different microservices.

INDEPENDENT SCALING
Each microservice can scale independently 
via sharding and/or cloning with more CPU 
or memory.

POTENTIAL HE TEROGENEIT Y AND 
POLYGLOTISM
Developers are free to pick the language and 
stack that are best suited for their service. 

E ASY MAINTENANCE
Each microservice is restricted to one function/
feature, making the code more readable and 
compact, improving load times.

INDEPENDENT UPGR ADES
Each service can be deployed independent 
of other services. Developers can easily make 
changes to services without having to coordinate 
with other teams.

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION 
ACROS S TE A MS
A microservice is typically built by a full-stack team. 
All members related to a domain work together 
in a single team, which significantly improves 
collaboration and communication efficiency.

FAILURE AND RESOURCE ISOL ATION
A failing service, whether it’s caused by a memory 
leak or an unclosed database connection, will  
not affect the rest of the application or cause it to  
go down. 

BENEFI T S  OF  MICRO SERV ICE S

http://bit.ly/1LGM6dD


SmartBear helps you to deliver enterprise-ready APIs with the world’s best SOAP/REST design, testing, 
virtualization, and performance monitoring solutions in a single platform: Ready! API.

BLOG  blog.smartbear.com WEBSITE   smartbear.comTWITTER   @ready_api

Ready! API  by SmartBear

CASE STUDY
Healthcare Data Solutions (part of IMS Health) aggregates large data 
sets from healthcare providers, using APIs to effectively deliver this 
data. The time required for the software QA team to test multiple data 
sets, set up testing artifacts, and diagnose root causes of issues impeded 
its ability to release software updates. “At one point we had to delay 
the release of a project for a whole fiscal quarter, which had significant 
ripple effects on other priorities. It sometimes took us two or three days 
just to set up our testing processes.”

Since deploying SoapUI NG Pro, HDS has gained the ability to data-
drive automated API tests—reducing the set-up of their initial testing 
processes by 80%.

With SoapUI NG Pro, HDS sees “improvements that put us onto the path 
of even better testing coverage. We knew capabilities such as these would 
significantly streamline our API testing processes.”

STRENGTHS

• Comprehensive capabilities for testing SOAP and REST APIs in 
SoapUI NG Pro

• API mocking and lightweight service virtualization through 
ServiceV Pro

• Easy-to-employ API load testing for on-premise and cloud-
based services

• API-specific security scans to check for common vulnerabilities

• Integration to API Management, Issue Tracking, Version 
Control, & description formats

CATEGORY
API Lifecycle and 
Quality Tools

NEW RELEASES
Quarterly

OPEN SOURCE?
Commercial and 
Open Source

NOTABLE CUSTOMERS
• Intel
• Microsoft
• GE

• Disney
• Cisco
• Bank of America

• Johnson & Johnson
• American Airlines

For a decade, mainstream API development has been in a torrid 
transitionary period over how API technologies connect the 
world. SOAP and REST—two dominant API design paradigms—
are at odds, both technically and strategically.
 
The decade-long conf lict between modern, minimalist patterns 
employed by RESTful APIs and older SOAP-style enterprise 
service-oriented architecture presents two important challenges 
for businesses looking to employ faster methodologies on 
integration projects:

1.  Translation between XML-heavy SOAP web services and 
JSON-centric REST APIs

2.  Professional skills and tooling differences between SOAP 
and REST development practices

Enterprises delivering reliable integrations face serious 
challenges in the mixed landscape of API technologies; both 
people and tools must align to your API strategy. 

HOW LONG WILL SOAP STILL BE AROUND?
Modern web and mobile markets are pushing people to learn new 
skills and employ new tools. Since 2011, many businesses have 
been making the switch internally and externally from SOAP and 
SOA to API strategies that assume more modern RESTful patterns.

This switch comes at a cost: lack of standards around security, 
identity, and interoperability hinder rapid migration, but 
REST has been catching up quickly, as seen in open-source 
specifications like Swagger, JSON-Schema, JSON-LD, JSON API, 
and other solutions.

BOTTOM LINE: ENTERPRISES MUST STILL SUPPORT A MIXED 
INTEGRATION LANDSCAPE
Things we build have a tendency to stick around, as is the case 
with SOAP in enterprises. REST-style APIs are now the preferred 
approach when building new systems intended to replace legacy 
integrations, but enterprise API professionals need to be adept at 
both SOAP and REST, carrying with them tools that also traverse 
multiple architectural styles quickly and f lawlessly.

People are the driving force behind great technology. Getting your 
team dynamics right is as important to shipping accurate, safe, 
and reliable APIs as getting your toolchain streamlined; both work 
hand in hand. The better your enterprise is at people and tools, the 
better your APIs will be.

WRITTEN BY PAUL BRUCE
A P I  P R O D U C T  M A N A G E R ,  S M A R T B E A R

Navigating SOAP to 
REST Migrations 
Like a Pro
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